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Introduction

The general trend in reducing fossil fuel use is generating an increasing demand for alternative

energy sources (DOE, 2007; Nitsch, 2008; Noll and Jirjis, 2012). Biomass as an energy source is

considered one way of achieving carbon neutrality (Schlamadinger and Spitzer, 1995;

Schlamadinger et al., 1995, 1997; Schlamadinger and Marland, 1996; Ferrero et al., 2011). Biomass

from logging residues in forests may help carbon neutrality compared with the use of fossil fuels.

Still, the use of fast-growing short-rotation coppice (SRC) on otherwise difficult to use land seems

much more beneficial (Zanchi et al., 2011). Short-rotation coppice plantations of the Czech

Republic's private owners are commonly about 1-2 hectares large (Štícha, 2019). For such area, the

use of specialized harvester is not rentable and therefore prevailing machinery is agriculture tractor

with trailer combined with moto manual felling. Tractors are usually overpowered for such task, as

the plain terrain does not require their off-road abilities, nor does the operator need such a carry

capacity. They are too large for work in the typical spacing of the SRC. These factors lead to

underperformance in terms of productivity, fuel consumption and, therefore, too large carbon

footprint, which mitigates the effect of growing the SRC in the first place.

Aim of the research

Powertrain design

Given the required low speed and large mass, the rolling friction is the main resistance to the

movement. Therefore, power requirement can be estimated using a simplified equation:

Ft = ξ * Fn/R

Where: Ft – rolling friction

ξ – rolling friction coefficient (Tire at asphalt- 0.0045, with use on the offroad

surface, this coefficient rises to 20 times)

Fn – vertical force (20 kN – cargo and machine weight)

R – wheel radius (0.3m)

Given the required speed of the walking person, 1kW of power is required for rolling resistance. With

reserve for the acceleration and uphill ride, the 6 kW power requirement was set.

For basic testing, 100Ah 13S 48V Li-Pol batteries were used, with the potential for expanding the

batteries up to 200Ah. Power capacity is therefore 4,8 kWh. For braking during descent, recuperation

is possible.

With such a setup, expected operational time is highly dependent on the terrain conditions.

Movement of the machine is – based on the forwarder operation time studies - around 40-50 % of the

shift time. In proper conditions, eight hours shift could be achieved.

.
Preliminary testing

As testing SRC plantations are not ready for harvest, testing was so far done only in alternative

configurations with electric winch for forwarding wood from bark beetle sanitary fellings. In four

stands, with different log lengths ranging from 2 to 4 meters. As a prototype testing, the only viability

of such use was being evaluated. With recuperation and manual loading, the machine was able to

work throughout the whole work shift, forwarding the logs on the average distance of 110 m, carrying

about 13,7 m3 under bark during shift. Compared to dedicated forest tractors and forwarders, this

low productivity is balanced out by less soil compaction and, due to manoeuvrability, minimal

damage to the standing trees.

Potential savings

Given the small scale and simplicity, this machine is highly modifiable to serve different purposes such 

as:

• Forwarder with delimber – with electrical winch, cut down trees of small diameter can be delimbed

while being loaded on the forwarder

• IBC container carrier – with removing the side barriers from their mounting points, an IBC container

or other tank can be mounted and used for spraying, watering, etc.

• Crate transporter – crate racks can be mounted on the machine for fruit harvest in smaller

orchards, seedlings in nurseries, animal feedstock and others.

Conclusion, further research
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The developed machine prototype suggests the possibility of small agroforestry operations
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the latest development. Even though complete productivity testing on SRC plantation is ahead, the
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Long term use research is necessary to fully understand the pros and cons of the electrical forwarders,

as their electrification is a novel concept.
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With the rapid development of electromobility, commercial parts are becoming available for building

custom machines.

The aim of this research is the design, manufacture and testing of the small electric machine, which

would allow:

• Easy use in conditions of the SRC plantations, namely, to be able to go between the tree lines,

which are usually set 1.5 meters apart

• Modularity for repurposing the machine for other tasks needed on small agriculture properties

• It could be used in small scale forestry and sanitary fellings

• It would be ergonomic and efficient for the operator walking with it – no need to embark and

disembark as with a typical tractor.

From these goals, technical requirements were set:

• Maximum width of 150 cm, preferably 90 cm

• Maximum wheel track width 130 cm, preferably 75 cm

• Total width of the wheels 30 cm, preferably 15 cm

• Machine carry capacity of 1000 kg

• Control of the machine by the handle in front for turning and speed control
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Alternative configurations

Average shift fuel consumption 

(l)
41.5 4.8

Battery capacity for the shift 

(kWh)

5.3
Power required for charging 

(+10% for charging loss) (kWh)

Diesel price (average)  (€/l) 1.16 0.16 Price per kWh (average) (€/kWh)

Fuel price per shift (€) 48.14 0.85 Price per battery charge (€)

During a standard eight hour shift, with a tractor idling or moving with a maximum of 60% power

output, a 50 kW tractor of the older generation consumes about 41.5 liters of diesel. (Kulovaná, 2001).

For the same shift, 4.8 kWh of electric energy is available and sufficient, based on calculations and

trials. The difference in the price of running such a machine for a shift, considering only the energy, is

shown in Table 1.

Table 1 : Difference in energy price of a diesel fueled tractor and electric forwarder machine.
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